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Martin Walsh
President 2017 - 2018

FRONT COVER: Rainbow in the west 
over the Broadwater from Wavebreak Is.

Winter is usually a time for our volunteers to concentrate on training, as the boating 
public take a break, yet whilst there have been some slow days we have also experienced one of 
our busiest Sunday’s assisting members in need.  This clearly demonstrates how great the Gold 
Coast is, and that we get to enjoy it all year round – and also the strength of our organisation in 
being able to respond to this unprecedented demand. 

I am working on two very important tasks within VMR Southport at present:

1. The Seaway Tower occupation to 
continue providing a marine safety 
radio listening watch along with a 
diligent visual observation for any 
potential dangers to not only marine 
vessels with marine radios, but also 
the countless jetskis and surfboard 
riders crossing the bar, scuba divers, 
stand-up paddle boarders and small 
sail craft (to mention a few).  The 
Seaway Tower safety watch was a 
cooperative function provided by Gold 
Coast Waterways Authority, Coast 
Guard Southport and VMR Southport.  
As of April 2018 circumstances have 
changed and VMR Southport has 
been the sole provider of this service.  
We believe it is a vital safety role 
that our members appreciate and we 
will continue to negotiate with all 
stakeholders at both State and Local 
council levels to ensure the longevity 
of this service.

2. The Qld state Minister for Fire and 
Emergency Services has announced 
a review of marine rescue services 

in Qld.  This will affect VMR and 
Coast Guard along with the Seaway 
Tower.  VMR Southport is a standout 
organisation boasting the highest 
amount of membership along with 
the most responses to assistance 
of any other marine rescue base 
in Qld (maybe even Australia).
VMR Southport provides offshore 
routine and emergency marine rescue 
assistance from Point Danger in the 
south to North Stradbroke Island 
in the north, and throughout all of 
the Gold Coast Broadwater.  VMR 
Southport is often tasked by the Gold 
Coast Water Police to assist with 
marine search and rescue emergencies, 
whilst The Queensland Ambulance 
Service utilises VMR Southport for 
both marine transport in medical 
emergencies, and also as Community 
First Responders.  VMR Southport is 
a 24 hour / 7 day operation providing 
services from its Main Beach Rescue 
Base, whilst also providing 100% of 
services from the SWT 

It is time for all members to ensure these facts are known throughout the community.Please 
utilise any opportunity you might have to speak to government representatives about this. Let’s 
start making noise about what a fantastic community organisation VMR Southport is and ensure 
we are not consumed by any “policy” change that may strip away our community assets. 
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Management 2018 - 2019

When being presented with the PRESIDENT’S AWARD OF THE GLENN NORRIS 
TROPHY, by her Blue Crew colleagues at a crew dinner (due to having to work at the time 
of the AGM), Kelly Jones’s first reaction was, “Aargh, now I have to live up to this great 
honour”. In the eyes of the Management Committee, Kelly has more than lived up to the 
standards set by Glenn Norris in her dedication and willingness in meeting the call of VMR 
Southport. Kelly has cheerfully undertaken many extra Base radio shifts to enable Radio 
Operators to meet Seaway Tower shift needs in this last half year’s Seaway Tower upheaval. 
In doing this she has not only met her own crew overnight radio responsibility, but assisted  
other crew’s with their overnight duties too. 

By organising the packing and postage of the V-Sheet magazine Kelly has, over the years, 
saved the Association considerable funds, (and Management a headache or two). Her loyal 
group of packers can confirm more than adequate refreshments have come from Kelly’s 
Kitchen in this time as well.

   L to R:  
Marv Handley (Search & Rescue Co-ordinator), John Kaus (Treasurer), Bev Weldon (Radio Operators Co-ordinator), Craig Maloney (Committee), 

Helen Stanfield (Vice President), Peter Barker (Operations Controller), Diana Gibson (Secretary), Annie Erichsen (Committee), Martin Walsh (President).

Long time member Diana Gibson was presented with Life Membership at the 
2018 Annual General Meeting of Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport.

In presenting the award, Squadron President, Martin Walsh, paid tribute to 
Diana and the work she has done since joining the Squadron on 13th November 
2000.

He went on to say “Since becoming part of the VMR Team, Diana has in one 
way or another been consistent in juggling several tasks within the Squadron at 
the one time. If there’s vacancies for radio shifts, she is always one of the first to 
help and has, over the years, also been responsible for training new operators for 
both the Base and the Seaway Tower. She was a regular participant for the raffles 
at the SAR Club and Grand Hotel for over 6 years, has always participated in any 
fundraising activities such as Boat shows, selling raffles tickets at shopping centres, 
and been part of the team that organises our major events.”

Diana has held numerous positions of responsibility at VMR Southport 
including Secretary for over 10 years and Radio Operators Co-ordinator for 2 years. 
She has also worked as part of the Vsheet team for 13 years helping with proof 
reading, writing articles, and delving into research for special articles.

President Martin concluded by saying “Diana is one of the few who always do 
more than what is required and right from the start, she has been one of our most 
valued members who very rarely received any acknowledgement for her efforts.”

Currently, Diana holds the rank of Senior Radio Operator.

President’s Award

Life Membership
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The 2017 / 2018 VMR year has once again been quite 
hectic from an operational perspective. 

Activation figures show a slight rise on the previous year, 
contributed mainly by the massive number of requests for assistance 
over the common holiday periods of Christmas / New Year and Easter. 
We are rapidly approaching the 900 activations per year mark, coupled 
with using almost 49000 litres of fuel. Flat batteries, mechanical 
breakdowns, groundings, and vessels out of fuel still contribute to the 
most common reason for people contacting VMR Southport.

In these times of excessive workloads it is not uncommon to have 
all Rescue vessels on task, with further assistance requests waiting. I 
must commend every person from the Radio Operator who takes the 
initial phone or radio call for assistance, through to the Rescue Crew 
who assist the boat owner in distress. Your dedication is amazing, and 
VMR Southport would not be able to operate if it weren’t for this. Your 
enthusiasm for the 3.00am callouts, through to the offshore jobs on cold, 
rough, windy days is remarkable. 

Every week VMR Southport crews attend activations that seem 
mundane. The boatie who should know better than to run out of fuel, the 
Christmas mariner who only checks his battery once a year, the vessel 
owner who only relies on his GPS and then runs aground. We see this 
all the time. The crews don’t complain. They go about their job with 
professionalism and confidence. They offer good advice to the Skipper 

OPERATIONS REPORT 
2017 / 2018

by Glenn Norris
OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

concerned. These Skippers appreciate this most of the time. Many tell us 
so.

It still frustrates me greatly that only about 7.5% of registered 
vessels in the Gold Coast region hold membership with VMR Southport. 
We promote this heavily on the water, on social media, and wherever 
else we can. We try to be there for everyone who needs us 24 hours a 
day, but still people neglect to have that coverage. 

The Queensland Ambulance Service keep VMR Southport busy. 
The Squadrons First Responders have attended some very tragic calls 
this time around. They do their best looking after injured patients 
until Emergency Paramedics arrive. On three occasions this year, First 
Responders have had to perform CPR on patients. These events don’t 
often have successful outcomes. The waterways, and Broadwater islands 
are remote in times of medical emergencies. VMR Southport will always 
prioritise these calls for assistance.

2017 / 2018 has seen a record number of new Skippers progress 
through the ranks. At time of writing we have 34 Skippers over the 
4 Skipper rankings. Every one of the new Skippers has thoroughly 
deserved their promotion and the further experience this creates amongst 
the Organisation, continues to cement VMR Southport as the busiest 
Marine Rescue Squadron in Australia. 

This calendar year will see VMR Southport undertake approximately 
32% of all activations performed by Marine Rescue Squadrons in Qld. 

It is not only the new Skippers that deserve congratulations on 
being promoted. The Radio Operators who earn their stripes, the crew 
members who progress to the next rank, the new recruit who achieves a 
certificate for completing a study module, the member who completes 
a First Aid Course, you are all exceptional. Everyday your efforts save 
lives on the waterways. Keep working to achieve your goals.

Active Member numbers have remained very steady throughout the 
year. Crew numbers hover around the 12 – 14 people, but on any given 
day, a volunteer can have another task in their usually busy lives to 
undertake, so these can fluctuate. Radio Operator numbers could always 
be boosted, and we promote heavily with local radio stations and on 
social media to keep these recruitment numbers at stable levels. 

Fundraising efforts have been very worthwhile. Several Grant 
Applications have been submitted with a high level of success. Efforts 
at the Sanctuary Cove Boatshow were fantastic and we achieved a great 
result there. Every member who attended made their mark and did their 
best to help VMR Southport achieve what they did.

The VMR Southport vessels and their associated equipment have 
performed exceptionally well throughout the year. Very little downtime 
has been experienced. Given that we will replace, or have already 
replaced 6 engines on 3 vessels in 2018, our equipment is in very 
good shape. As we move forward we have a new 6.8 metre Inflatable 
vessel on order, for delivery in early 2019. This will replace the current 
Marine Rescue 3 vessel. Later this year we will also start preparation 
on investigating new options on our Secondary Rescue vessel Marine 
Rescue 2. This will be a 2 year project. Once again, our equipment is 
only good because those that use it look after it.

After nearly 20 years as Operations Controller, with a couple of 
gaps in the middle, I am stepping down from this role at the next Annual 
General Meeting. I won’t be going anywhere (I don’t think), nor will I 
refrain from helping whoever steps up to take on this role. My love for 
VMR Southport is still as fresh as the day I joined, and I still want to 
contribute to this great Organisation, with its great people. 

I thank one and all for their efforts in assisting me in my time as 
Operations Controller, and in closing I pass on my greatest desire to 
everyone. That is, keep doing what you do so well. The Government, 
the community, your fellow members, and most of all the people 
you assist on a daily basis can’t do without you. You provide the best 
service possible and be proud that you joined Volunteer Marine Rescue 
Southport.

20 Years of Service 

20 Years of Service plaques were presented to Merv Handley and 
Peter Barker at the 2018 Annual General Meeting, in recognition of 
their continued service to the boating community of the Gold Coast. 

During their 20 years they have both progressed through the ranks, 
with Merv attaining the rank of Senior Skipper, and Peter that of 
Offshore Skipper. Merv has been the Convenor of the Social Club for 
many years, and is currently also the Search and Rescue Co-Ordinator. 

Peter is a Past President and a Training Officer and has contributed 
many man hours to crew activities. Both Skippers are very involved 
with midweek calls for assistance. These can amount to between 8 - 
10 call-out jobs on a busy week.
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A VMR crew on a training run recently were flagged down by a 
couple of very wet youngsters who were having trouble with 

the engine on their tinny. The kids had managed to flip the tinny and as 
a result the engine wouldn’t start. The vessel was towed to the beach 
beside VMR where a parent was contacted to come and collect boys and 
boat. The parent was less than impressed with the days events.

A lady contacted VMR recently, frantic that her husband hadnt 
returned as expected from an offshore fishing trip. All the 

necessary questions were asked of the lady, do you know where hubby 
was going?, what sort of boat does he have?, which boat ramp does he 
normally launch from? etc. The lady was also distressed that her husband 
wasnt answering his phone. Soon after the husband turned up safe and 
well claiming he lost his phone overboard whilst fishing, resulting in 
him loosing track of time on a beautiful day for being on the water. As a 
result the lady joined her husband up as a member of VMR.

A man called VMR recently requesting a tow of his houseboat 
from Labrador to the Coomera Marina because of engine 

failure. The vessel had twin outboard motors, and needed to be lifted 
from the water. A crew responded to the mans request and on arrival 
discovered why the vessel had engine failure. One of the outboard 
motors had fallen off, due to the mounting frame bolts failing, resulting 
in the motor becoming jammed in the water underneath the houseboat. 
The steering and electrical cables were still attached causing this. As 
a result the VMR crew had no option but to tow the houseboat as was, 
with the engine dragging underneath. The vessel was lifted from the 
water at the Marina and with hydraulic hoists the engine was detached. 
An expensive exercise for the owner.

The owner of a large cruiser made a call to VMR on a recent 
weekday requesting assistance with a pair of bolt cutters. The 

vessel was at anchor offshore, east of the Q1 building, in 40 metres of 
water, when the anchor became stuck on the bottom. Despite several 
attempts to try to drive the anchor off it wouldnt budge and the owner 
gave up. VMR attended with a borrowed pair of bolt cutters and in order 
to rectify the situation, with no other option, the 
owner cut away, saying goodbye to 40 metres of 
chain and a somewhat sizeable anchor.

A couple on a romantic engagement found 
themselves in a spot of bother recently 

when their hired vessel became high and dry near 
Wavebreak Island. VMR were called to assist to 
tow the vessel back into the water. On arrival, 
the couple were enjoying each others company, 
having a nice picnic on the beach, with a nice 
bottle of wine. They were somewhat embarrassed 
though when caught up in the enjoyment of their 
outing, the tide went out leaving them stranded. 
VMR had no problem in towing the vessel back 
into the water and the couple were very grateful.

VMR have assisted the Ambulance 
Service on a couple of occasions recently 

where  difficult extracations of patients have 
been required. A male with severe back pain was 
required to be placed on a stretcher and removed 
from his yacht on the northern Broadwater. 
The VMR vessel had to be strategically placed 
alongside the yacht to make the transfer of the 
patient as easy as possible. A very successful 
job due to good teamwork and communication. 
Another patient with a suspected ankle fracture 
had to be carried to the VMR vessel from a 
walking track near Tipplers. These type of 
activations are great experience for the crews and 
the Paramedics always enjoy some extra sets of 
hands for assistance. 

ACTiVATiONS MAY 2018 JuNE 2018 JuLY 2018

Towed Vessels 36 30 36

Jump Starts 4 3 4

Pump Outs 2 1 1

Transporting

Fire

Standby 1

Medical 5 1 3

Searches 2

Dispersals 1 1

Public Relations 8 2 3

Crew Training 47 83 60

Groundings 2 2 6

Other 4 6 2

TOTALS 112 129 115

SOME STATSACTIVE  MEMBER 
PROMOTIONS

Active Members who have 
achieved higher ranking

Congratulations to:

COXSWAIN
Bob Jordan

INSHORE SKIPPER 
ENDORSED

Nathan Brown
Craig Maloney

INSHORE SKIPPER
Annie Erichsen
Jayde Morris
Bruce Watson

RADIO OPERATOR
Clive Tudge
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Senior Sergeant Jay Notaro started with the Qld Police 
Service in 2003 and served in uniform in Townsville. He 
obtained a position as a Detective in 2007 and was stationed 
at the Upper Mt Gravatt Criminal Investigation Branch (CIB).  
In 2012, Jay was promoted to Detective Sergeant, Officer in 
Charge of the Moranbah CIB,  before transferring to the Gold 
Coast CIB in 2015 where he was responsible for coordinating 
a number of homicide investigations as well as running a 
number of task forces targeting firearm and property crime 
related offences. 

In May 2018 Jay Notaro was promoted to Senior Sergeant, 
Officer in Charge - Gold Coast Water Police.

From a young age Senior Sergeant Notaro has always had an 
interest in the marine environment and is a keen angler. When 
the position became vacant at the Gold Coast Water Police, it 
was a very easy decision for him to apply.  

When not at work Jay loves the outdoors and has interests 
including rugby league, and surfing. 

The Gold Coast Water Police are responsible for policing 
the in-shore and off-shore waters between the Logan River 
and NSW border.  There are 14 full-time staff, operating three 
vessels and two jet-skis.

As Officer in Charge of the Gold Coast Water Police, Senior 
Sergeant Jay Notaro states that he is ‘extremely fortunate 
to have some very experienced staff both from a marine 
perspective, as well as from the search and rescue perspective.  
Our vision is simply to provide safe waterways for all who wish 
to enjoy it.  We hope to achieve this with strong collaborative 
partnerships with volunteer groups, the community and both 
government and non-government organisations’.

 MEET THE NEW OFFICER IN CHARGE 

     OF THE GOLD COAST WATER POLICE - 

     SENIOR SERGEANT JAY NOTARO

Senior Sergeant Jay Notaro
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“Although the netting process is very interesting to watch, when the 
orange flags are up it means fishing is imminent,” he said.

“The beach becomes a very busy workplace with moving vehicles 
and heavy loads of fish brought back to shore for sorting.

“There is a general risk to beachgoers who should remain at a safe 
distance from the action for their own safety.”

Mr McDonald said sea mullet was one of the key commercial 
species monitored by Fisheries Queensland. 

“Information collected from the ocean beach sector of the fishery 
includes length, sex and age of fish being caught,” he said.

“This information is used to help monitor trends in the status of the 
sea mullet stock to ensure the sustainability of the fishery and to evaluate 
the effectiveness of fisheries management strategies.”

For more information on sea mullet, visit www.fisheries.qld.gov.au or 
call 13 25 23.

Follow Fisheries Queensland on Facebook and Twitter (@
FisheriesQld).

Commercial fishers 
on shore for mullet season

Department of Agriculture and fisheries
Queensland Government

Gold Coast residents can expect to see commercial fishing boats 
close to and on the shoreline as part of the annual mullet season.

Queensland Boating and Fisheries Patrol (QBFP) district manager 
Rob McDonald said commercial fishing for mullet is permitted in tidal 
waters within 400 metres of land.

“Commercial fishing along ocean beaches for mullet occurs from 1 
April to 31 August,” Mr McDonald said.

“Every year we receive a number of calls about the size and location 
of nets close to the shoreline.

“Commercial fishing in the area is permitted and recreational fishers 
can continue to fish along the shoreline as normal.

“Commercial fishers use seine nets to catch fish that congregate 
along ocean beaches.

“Although seine nets can appear to be sizeable from the coastline, 
they are regulated by length, mesh size, drop and depth.

“QBFP will be patrolling the area and will be checking net sizes and 
lengths as well as operators’ licences, vessels and catch.”

Mr McDonald reminded people that it is an offence to interfere with 
a commercial fishing operation and on-the-spot fines apply.
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WHY DID I JOIN VMR?
I was born and raised on Macleay Island in Moreton Bay. I went by 

boat to school on Russell Island, and then by boat and bus to Cleveland 
High School via Redland Bay. When I left school I completed an appren-
ticeship with Peters Slip P/L ( Ship outfitters & Repairer’s ) at Kangaroo 
Point. This was back when we had a ship building industry.  You could 
say there’s a bit of salt in my vein’s. 
When I retired fully in 2009, after a career in the furniture and building 
industries (with a couple of stints in seismic survey and sand mining), I 
still needed purpose in life. I have never been any good at sitting around 
watching the grass grow, so I guess VMR was a natural fit for me.
My first crew was with Green Crew on the 8th November 2011. Con-
flicting commitments meant I had to move to Yellow Crew and almost 7 
years later I’m still there, and they still put up with me!!!!
I now hold a current marine industry commercial qualification in the 
form of “ Coxswain Grade 1 Near Coastal “,  as well as a Skipper rank-
ing with VMR.
Looking back, I thought I knew a bit about boats, but now I realise that 
VMR is the Organisation you come to, to find out “ How much you 
don’t know about boating”.

WHAT DO I ENJOY MOST ABOUT BEING A MEMBER OF VMR?
In a word, the “people”.  The people who make up the volunteer 

work force in Administration, Radio and Crew come from all walks of 
life, are of different ages, and all are there for different reasons.
What is common amongst us all is the need to be socially engaged and 
contributing to society. The safety of the general boating public is our 
contribution.
Then there’s the people we assist, whether they be members or not. 
When they get into trouble for whatever reason, they are invariably very 
happy to see VMR . 
It can be as serious as saving their lives, returning a lost soul to their 
loved ones, or as simple as retrieving their drifting ‘ tinnie ‘.  Each job 
has it’s own challenges and to me, the satisfaction of a successful out-
come, money can’t buy!!!!

WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE ACTIVATION YOU HAVE 
BEEN INVOLVED IN?

There have been many, but the one that stands out above the rest was 
late on a Sunday afternoon, almost dark, and the crew were finalising the 
jobs for the day, refuelling and cleaning the boats as usual. We received 
a phone report from the Water Police that someone was tangled up in the 
mangroves in the South Arm of the Coomera River in a 16 foot Sailing 
Cat. The location of the vessel was also relatively unknown as the caller 
to Police was quite unsure of their position. 
Given we were still operational, and Marine Rescue 2 was still in the 
water, we dispatched hastily to try and catch the last of the daylight. 
The tide was almost high at the Seaway. This gave us a small window 
of lag in the Coomera River and the search commenced on the Coomera 
Island side between Rat Island and Hope Harbour. 
The boatie had a mobile phone, however his battery was almost flat, and 
the GPS coordinates he had given to the Police were somewhat incor-
rect, placing him in a distant area on the mainland. We soon twigged to 
the fact that his coordinates were written in a different format to marine, 
but when re-plotted, this placed him in a location that was still not pos-
sible, or so we thought !!
There is a drain / inlet opposite the Salacia Waters apartment building 
at Paradise Point that runs west then north west into Coomera Island. 
Normally it would be a struggle to get in there in any vessel, but on this 
particular weekend the Gold Coast had experienced a significant sea 
surge on top of a spring tide.
As we slowly progressed, at very slow speed into this channel, we were 
continually amazed that we never had less than a metre of water to 
contend with. The tide was at its very top and the exposed mangroves 

were closing in on us. Radio transmission was ineffective that far into 
the mangroves so with only phone communication, one eye on the depth, 
and the other eye following the spot light beam we inched forward.
Eventually we could go no further because our boat wasn’t going to fit 
because of over hanging branches. 
The current had gone slack. We had to get out of our position immedi-
ately, or we would need rescuing!!!
Our final effort was to go silent, use the spot lights and our voices.
Soon we heard a faint voice in a foreign language return our call.  
Around the last bend visible in our spotlight beam came a man hauling a 
painter (that’s a bow line used for handling a vessel) attached to a Sailing 
Cat. Only his head and shoulders were above water and the cat’s mast 
and rigging was banging into the overhead vegetation. 
We yelled to the man to tie his vessel to a tree and swim to us imme-
diately. We were about to dive in to assist him but he complied, and 
eventually he was alongside us and we lifted him onto our vessel. 
Communication difficulties aside, it was very apparent he was suffering 
from hypothermia. He was incoherent and wanting to close his eyes. We 
kept him sitting upright, removed his wet clothes, dried and wrapped 
him in blanket’s, and kept him talking. Returning him to the boat ramp, 
I walked him to his car and stayed with him till he got dressed and using 
my phone he spoke to his wife.
The thought crossed our minds many times that night that had he not got 
out of there, he might not still be around to tell his story.

WHAT DO I DO IN MY SPARE TIME?
My wife of 46 years lets me go fishing occasionally. We also have 

a 2 1/2 year old grandson who I adore, and look after 2 days a week ( 
every fisherman needs a mate ).  
A few years ago I built a wooden Sabre class sailing dinghy. Together we 
won the State titles in her class 4 years in a row. 
These days I also tinker about designing, building and racing IOM radio 
control yachts.
Currently however, all my remaining efforts have been directed to creat-
ing the new training hub at VMR Southport.
I am also assisting in the process of replacing one of the vessels in our 
Rescue fleet.

MY FUTURE INTENTIONS WITH VMR
To continue to enjoy what I do, and hopefully contribute to the great 

work the Organisation does.

REX SCOTT
INSHORE SKIPPER 

JOINED VMR NOVEMBER 2011
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Even after retiring, Senior Radio Operator Ann Carter returned 
to VMR on the last Friday of every month to catch up with her Radio 
colleagues, to share memories, to remind us of procedures, and to just 
generally remind of us of how to be nice and polite to each other. It 
was with sadness that the first chair, in the front row, on the right side 
of the aisle was left vacant at the August Radio Operators’ Meeting, in 
honour of Ann, who passed away on 26 August 2018. Ann battled so 
bravely for so long, whilst also having lost her beloved partner Ron, 
unexpectedly only a fortnight before. 

Member # 87, Ann joined VMR Southport on the 10th January 
1994 and enjoyed sharing the radio knowledge she obtained as an 
emergency radio/ telephone operator with the Nottingham Police. 
Following the death of her husband whilst then living in Spain, 
Ann moved to Australia, met her match in Ron and, following his 
retirement, they moved to the Gold Coast in 1991. 

Ann’s knowledge made her an excellent trainer and this came to 
the fore when relating the monthly statistics she had extracted from 
the Seaway Tower and Base log books. Incorrect entries were picked 
up and reported and woe betides repeat offending! A great support 
to Marie Burr at fundraising Luncheon Club functions, Ann always 
enjoyed being Returning Officer at AGM’s, and when chatting, would 
reveal her love of history with a date relevant to the occasion. 

Ann showed great empathy and comforted many families as she 
orchestrated Dispersal of Ashes from VMR vessels for many years. 
She often expressed her appreciation of the care the Crewies took of 
her and their passengers, and enjoyed her time on the Broadwater, 
regardless of the occasion! 

Vale, Ann, you always gave your all, may you rest in peace.

Tyrone (Ty) Hanna joined VMR Southport in 1999. Ty was a member for over 12 years, 
finally retiring in 2012, after 3 previous failed attempts at doing so. Ty loved VMR Southport, and 
VMR Southport loved him. Ty was a member of Red Crew and was such a persistent member, 
eventually making his way to the rank of Inshore Skipper. Ty had an intimate knowledge of the 
Broadwater sandbanks. He had spent many a time stranded on them in his own boat, and on 
the odd occasion in a VMR boat. In the early 2000’s Ty ran a ‘ Collectibles Fair ‘ at the Carrara 
Stadium, to raise money for VMR Southport. He spent hundreds of hours organising this, and 
when the crowds poured through the doors, no-one was happier than Ty. The event made in excess 
of $5000 for the Squadron

There was never a dull moment with Ty. He was a man of countless stories. He was well 
travelled, and loved his gems and opals, as well as his classic cars, having several of them in his 
time at VMR.

Ty was always someone, anyone could laugh with, or at.
Several members kept in contact with Ty after his retirement, and after a short illness, he 

passed away in early September 2018, just short of his 80th birthday.
Rest in peace our friend

 

VALE - TY HANNA

VALE  - SHEILA ANN CARTER
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WHY DID I JOIN VMR?
I spent most of my working career in the Learning and Development 

field as a management and leadership coach, and trainer – mainly with 
the Federal Government. I stopped working fulltime in 2014 and was 
looking to volunteer somewhere. I guess it was always going to be 
something maritime. My childhood holidays were spent on Moreton Bay 
as my father had oyster leases off North Stradbroke and Moreton Islands. 
I recall learning the phonetic alphabet as a 10 year old. In general I just 
love the water.

WHAT DO I ENJOY MOST ABOUT BEING A MEMBER OF VMR?
I really enjoy working at the Seaway Tower as the view is 

unbeatable, and I can also keep on eye on the water and tide conditions 
for my great adventure in life – scuba diving.  Before each shift starts I 
post a photo of the current conditions on the local divers Facebook site 
for my fellow divers. Being with VMR has allowed me to learn more 
about local water and weather conditions, and I want to further my 
maritime education, and continue to look after boaties when they are on 
the water.

WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE ACTIVATION YOU HAVE 
BEEN INVOLVED IN?

I recall one activation when a vessel radioed the Seaway Tower with 
some GPS coordinates, as they were requiring assistance. I contacted 
the Water Police who mapped these co-ordinates to land on South 
Stradbroke Island. It made me go away and learn more about maritime 
charts and the way GPS co-ordinates are plotted.

WHAT DO I DO IN MY SPARE TIME?
I love Scuba Diving. I have spent several years travelling and diving 

anywhere and everywhere around the place, including overseas.  I still 
try to fit in several trips a year, but have also started local diving more 
frequently. It’s easier on my budget!!!

MARGOT BENDER  
RADIO OPERATOR
JOINED VMR  MARCH 2016

WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE INTENTIONS WITH VMR?
I love my work at VMR, and look forward to each shift. I have held 

a private boat licence for over 20 years, but no one will lend me a boat to 
drive.  Apparently they’ve seen me driving a car!!!! I am hoping one day 
the Skippers at VMR can teach me some of the boat driving tricks they 
know.
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Gold Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA) completed key projects to 
dredge the Labrador and North channels in the Broadwater over Winter.

The projects were focussed on maintaining and improving the depth 
of the channel network and providing access to the Gold Coast Seaway, 
the Broadwater and the rest of the city’s waterways. They are the latest 
investment to improve access to the waterways so they remain world 
class, safe and accessible for residents and visitors.

Daniel Dray, Acting CEO of GCWA said: “The projects in the 
Broadwater were just the latest in our programme to improve access to 
the Gold Coast’s wonderful waterways and builds on the $8.5 million we 
have invested in recent years. 

“During the projects to dredge the Labrador and North channels, 
we removed over 46,000mᵌ of sand. That’s enough to fill about 6,000 
medium sized skips.

“The dredging of the channels has successfully tackled the shoaling 
that was building up, with the dredged sand used for beach nourishment 
along the Anglers Esplanade foreshore and the northern beach of 
Wavebreak Island.

“I would like to thank everyone for their understanding and support 
while we were working to deliver the projects in the Labrador and North 
channels, whether it was on the water or on the beaches.” 

Over the next four years GCWA will be investing almost $15 million 
to keep the waterways open and available to everyone, including a 
project starting in September to dredge the Canaipa Passage.

The dredging in the Canaipa Passage will be focused on the 
navigation channel opposite Slipping Sands and the Russell Island 
junction. Additionally, the sand removed during the dredging process 
will be used to nourish the beaches along Shifting Sands foreshore on 
the west side of North Stradbroke Island.

Daniel Dray said a Notice to Mariners will be issued and all vessels 
passing through the dredge area should navigate with caution and at 
minimum speed to ensure vessel wash does not affect the safe operation 
of the dredge and support vessels. 

“The work will take approximately eight weeks and I would like to 
thank boaties for their understanding while we complete the dredging 
project.”

You can keep up-to-date with GCWA’s latest news and 
information by liking us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/
GoldCoastWaterwaysAuthority

Broadwater 

dredging projects completed
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Volunteer Marine Rescue
SOUTHPORT - SURFERS PARADISE

Assoc. Inc.

PO Box 866 Southport Qld 4215

Phone: 5591 1300

Fax: 5532 0331

E-mail: info@vmrsouthport.com.au

Web Site: www.vmrsouthport.com.au
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CAN YOU RECOGNISE THE 
 VMR SOUTHPORT VESSELS
         ON THE WATER?

by Glenn Norris

Quite often when calls for assistance are received at our Rescue Base the 
caller will be told to sit tight and wave down the Rescue vessel when they see 
it approaching. Many of the boat owners VMR Southport assist have no idea 
what the VMR Rescue vessels look like, so here they are.

MARINE RESCUE 4 is the newest vessel in VMR Southport’s fleet. 

This vessel is a Noosa Cat 2400 series Walk-around, and is powered by 2 

x 150hp Mercury Verado outboard engines. Acquired in November 2014, 

the increased workload undertaken by this Squadron saw the need for the 

purchase of this vessel. Most commonly used for towing vessels up to 30 

feet in length, Marine Rescue 4 provides an excellent backup to Marine 

Rescue 2. Fuel capacity is 440 litres of fuel and using approximately 24 

litres of fuel per hour, this vessel is also equipped with GPS, and VHF 

marine radios. 

MARINE RESCUE 2 is the workhorse of VMR Southport. Known 
as the secondary vessel, this high speed, open cockpit Noosa Cat 2700 
series is powered by 2 x 250hp Mercury Verado outboard engines. Fuel 
capacity is 800 litres, this vessel is by far the most used vessel in the 
fleet. Always moored at the VMR pontoon, a 4 minute trip to the Gold 
Coast Seaway is all that is required in an emergency situation, should 
it occur. The low cut windscreen allows for excellent visibility in both 
day and night activations, and the large back deck area allows plenty of 
working space for the crews when handling ropes during activations. 
Using approximately 28 litres of fuel per hour, and equipped with 
GPS, VHF marine radios, and AIS, Marine Rescue 2 can perform most 
types of work required of it, and is the favoured vessel by most VMR 
Southport Skippers.

MARINE RESCUE 3 is the baby of the VMR Southport Rescue vessels. This vessel is a 6.3 metre NAIAD Inflatable, powered by a recently acquired 150hp Mercury 4 stroke outboard engine. Most commonly used for towing of jetskis, and small tinnies and for VMR crew training. Inshore activations are the norm for Marine Rescue 3.With a draft of only 600mm, shallow water work is very easy and given the large number of sandbanks in the VMR Southport operational area, retrieval of passengers from grounded vessels is also a common task. Using only approximately 12 litres of fuel per hour, from its 140L capacity fuel tank, the newest Skippers within the Squadron are often seen out and about on the water honing their skills.

MARINE RESCUE 1 is the mother ship of the fleet, or Primary 

Rescue vessel as we like to refer to it as. This vessel is a Noosa Cat 

3100 series and is powered by 2 x 300hp Mercury Verado outboard 

engines. Fuel capacity is 1000 litres, 100 litres of water. You will most 

commonly see this vessel utilised for offshore marine Search and 

Rescue, transportation of Emergency Paramedics to marine medical 

incidents and for towing larger type vessels. Being a cabin vessel, this 

provides the crew with protection from the elements, and the fold down 

suspension seats allow a stretcher to be placed upon them for comfort 

and ease of treatment of the medical patients VMR Southport regularly 

transports. This vessel is equipped with radar, GPS, VHF marine radios, 

AIS, joystick steering, and comfortably cruises at 24 knots, using 

approximately 32 litres of fuel per hour.
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SEASICKNESS
by Glenn NorrisMost who have been to sea, be it in a small fishing boat or 

a large cruise liner have at some stage felt a little bit of 
discomfort within their stomach.

“Seasickness” is simply “motion sickness 
that occurs on a boat” and is caused by the 
reaction of the body’s inner ear balance system 
to the unfamiliar motion of a boat.

To put this into perspective, the movement 
of the vessel causes stress on the balancing 
portion of the brain.  In turn, the brain sees 
things on the vessel that it knows from past 
experiences are supposed to be non-moving.  
However, since these are now moving items 
and are actually moving with the sea and the 
vessel, the inner ear gets stressed and nausea 
results.

Nobody is immune from seasickness and 
an estimated 90% of people will suffer from 
some form of motion sickness during their 
lifetime.

People who commonly suffer motion 
sickness in cars, planes and on amusement 
park roller-coasters are normally more prone 
to seasickness.  However, just because 
one becomes ill on a small boat, it doesn’t 

necessarily result in sickness on a large cruise 
ship, and vice versa for some inexplicable 
reason.

Seasickness is not contagious, nor is it a 
virus, but it is very common to become seasick 
if you are in company of someone who is 
seasick!

Seasickness usually involves a feeling of 

nausea, vomiting and a general unwell feeling.  
However, it can become a medical emergency 
if continual vomiting leads to vomiting of 
blood.

Staying busy and keeping your mind 
occupied are the best ways to avoid 
seasickness.  Staying in fresh air, drinking 
plenty of water and staring at the horizon will 
also lower the chances of succumbing.

Many medications are on the market for 
motion sickness and old wives’ tales tell of 
taking ginger prior to traveling.  I have heard 
from people unknown to each other, that 
drinking a carton of chocolate milk before 
going to sea can also prevent that nauseous 
feeling.

In today’s modern age, most cruise ships 
are fitted with stabilizers that eliminate much 
of the motion that causes seasickness.  Surveys 
have also shown that seasickness is the number 
one reason people who love to travel don’t 
cruise.  But I believe it is all in the mind.
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If you are driving a motorised 
boat there is one product more or less 
essential to your ability to get out on the 
water and back safely to dry land.  It’s 
called fuel.

There is a basic need for boaties to ensure 
they have the right type of fuel, that they have 
enough of it, and that it is in the right shape to 
power their motors.  And yet it is surprising 
how often boaties don’t seem sufficiently fuel-
conscious before they head out on the water.

Around 4% of callouts for volunteer 
rescue groups are due to boats totally running 
out of fuel, while an unknown (but probably 
high) percentage of breakdowns are caused by 
motors being affected by impurities of various 
kinds in “dirty” fuel. Breakdowns account for 
almost three-quarters of all callouts – and in the 
wrong circumstances they can be frightening. 

Barely a week goes by without the media 
reporting volunteer marine rescue groups 
in Queensland helping out boaties who get 
into trouble because of fuel problems. Sadly, 
thesereports are no surprise to Maritime Safety 
Queensland. On recent visits to boat ramps 
we’ve encountered boaties who, while waiting 
to launch, were taken aback to be informed by 
us that they didn’t have sufficient fuel on their 
vessels to get to where they want to go and 
back again. An unplanned trip to the nearest 
fuel outlet was invariably the response.

But that was preferable to the alternative 
surprise that could have awaited them.  One 
thing we know for sure, when boats break 
down with fuel problems, is that their skippers 
don’t intend for it to happen. Here are some 
tips that might help you avoid it:

• When planning your trip make sure you 
really know how far your destination 
is away from your launching place and 
check that you can make it out there on 
much less than half a tank of fuel.

• Be aware of the influence of winds and 
tides on your fuel consumption. Running 
into a headwind or strong tide will use up 
more fuel than running with them.

• Plan your trip so that you use only one 
third of your fuel to get to where you 
want to go and one third to get back. The 
other third should be kept in reserve for 
contingencies.

• Consider carrying a spare fuel container 
on board just in case you do need a little 
more. Make sure it is a container that 
meets the approved Australian Standard 
for the type of fuel you have. 

• When you have finished your trip 
replenish your fuel to around 90% of 
your tank’s capacity if you are thinking 
of going boating again in the near future. 
This will help prevent deterioration of the 
stored fuel by minimising the space in 
your tank for condensation to occur. When 
condensation occurs, water gets into your 
fuel and can cause problems later.

• Do not fill your tank to the brim. 
Leave room for expansion in warmer 
temperatures, and avoid causing overflow 
which can become a fire or explosion risk.

• If, however, you have finished your trip 
and don’t plan to go boating again for at 
least a month or two, consider draining 
your fuel - because petrol does not store 
well. Impurities will build up in stored 
fuel that can have dire consequences for 
your motor.

• If draining your fuel is not possible, try 
using a fuel that contains anti-oxidants or 
anti-corrosion agents so that your fuel is 
kept as free as possible from impurities.

• Consider retro-fitting an inline fuel filter. 
This will enable you to know when water 
has infiltrated your fuel and, as well as 
preventing a breakdown at sea, could save 
you a tidy sum of money in engine repairs.

• Did you know that automotive fuel hose 
is not suitable for marine environments?  
Make sure your fuel hose has a high 
resistance to heat, sea water, fuel oil and 
vibration and is capable of operating 
under suction without collapsing.  It 
should either be original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM) or comply with a 
stamped standard such as ISO7840 or 
J1527.

• Plan your actions in the event of your 
motor catching fire, such as how to stop 
the fire tracking back to the tank. For 
a portable tank this could be a quick 
disconnect, however for an internal tank 
consider installing a fuel shut off valve.

• Some vessels vibrate excessively. Be 
aware that this can wear through fuel lines 
very quickly, especially when grommets 
or other protection measures are not 
used in areas where the line runs through 
bulkheads or other openings.

We’d like to think that more boaties 
observing these suggestions will mean 
less trouble on the water.

VMR
 55 911 300

Fuel up 
  and 
 return to shore
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Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport-Surfers Paradise has 
served the boating community for over 50 years and today is recognized 
as the largest Blue Water Marine Rescue Squadron in Queensland.

It all began 50 years ago when an experienced Gold Coast boatie 
ran an illegal HF radio from his home on the Isle of Capri. In 1963, Reg 
Leigh-Smith began a radio coverage for vessels operating along the east 
coast.

 During these first years, if any work came in around the Gold Coast 
area, a team of local boat owners would put to sea in their own boats to 
assist vessels in distress.   The first dedicated rescue vessel was purchased 
in 1966 and the unit became the Southport-Surfers Paradise division of 
the Gold Coast and Northern Rivers Air Sea Rescue. The statistical figures 
revealed that the unit saved 37 lives in its first 14 months of operation. 
Eventually a meeting of interested stakeholders was called for 1st 
December, 1968 at the Southport RSL and Air Sea Rescue Gold Coast was 
formed.

 50 years on the unit is named Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport-
Surfers Paradise Assoc. Inc. and is based in a modern dedicated complex 
on the Spit at Main Beach.

To celebrate its Golden Anniversary VMR Southport will return to 
Southport RSL to hold a special function for members and guests.

Enquiries to VMR Base - 55 911 300

50 YEARS ON50 YEARS ON
Jaycee 11 in Air-Sea Rescue colours

          MaRINe ReScUe 2  today
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PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT
TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

Performance Cruising and Racing Sails, 
Sail Repairs, Lazy Jack Boom Bags, 
UV Strip Replacement, Sail Furlers, 

Blocks and Ropes.
Contact Graham Sherring:  55 377433 

Email:  info@evolutionaust.com.au
27/231 Brisbane Road, Labrador 4216

Evolution Sailmakers
Supporting local and visiting 
sailors to the Gold Coast for 

more than 30 years.
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